Abstract—This paper proposes an easy-to-use instruction hiding method to protect software from malicious reverse engineering attacks. Given a source program (original) to be protected, the proposed method (1) takes its modified version (fake) as an input, (2) differences in assembly code instructions between original and fake are analyzed, and, (3) self-modification routines are introduced so that fake instructions become correct (i.e., original instructions) before they are executed and that they go back to fake ones after they are executed. The proposed method can add a certain amount of security to a program since the fake instructions in the resultant program confuse attackers and it requires significant effort to discover and remove all the fake instructions and self-modification routines. Also, this method is easy to use (with little effort) because all a user (who uses the proposed method) has to do is to prepare a fake source code by modifying the original source code.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, many software products contain secret information, such as the cipher keys of a digital rights management system, conditional branch instructions for license checking, and algorithms that are commercially valuable [5], [12]. As the number such software increases, protecting internal secrets from being leaked out to software users via reverse engineering has become an overarching issue in today’s software industry.

So far, various methods for protecting software against malicious reverse engineering attacks have been proposed, such as program encryption, program obfuscation and anti-debugging techniques [5]. All these methods can add a certain amount of security to software; however, they are often difficult to use especially when we consider hiding a specific piece of information in a program. For example, name obfuscation is one of the easy-to-use protection techniques that can hide all the symbols (variable names, function names and method names, etc.) in a program, however, it is unclear how it will contribute to conceal specific secrets, e.g. cipher keys and conditional branches in a program. On the other hand, more powerful protection techniques, such as control flow obfuscation, can directly hide the specific secret (conditional branches in this case), however, they are not always effective in obfuscating secret parts of a program that are required to be hidden.

In this paper, we propose an easy-to-use, systematic method for protecting software which is able to hide an arbitrary part of a program with an arbitrary code. The proposed method enables us to determine how secret parts of a program are hidden at the source code level. All a user who uses the proposed method has to do is to construct a fake source code by modifying the original source code. When an attacker statically analyzes the (binary) program that is protected by the proposed method, the program appears the fake code. However, when the program is executed, the original code is performed. We call such a protection mechanism program camouflage.

Fig. 1 shows a basic concept of the program camouflage. Let us suppose that a source code to be protected has a secret conditional branch such as Fig. 1(a), and the user tries to fake the branch as Fig. 1(b) (the operator ‘’+’’ is changed
The proposed method first analyzes the differences in assembly code instructions between original and fake, and then self-modification routines are introduced so that fake instructions become correct (i.e., original instructions) before they are executed. In this example, the self-modification routine rewrites the instruction “subl -12 (%ebp), %eax” (subtraction) to the instruction “addl -12 (%ebp), %eax” (addition), when the program is executed (Fig. 1(c)) ¹.

In this manner, a user can hide an arbitrary part of the program with an arbitrary code simply by preparing a fake source code. In addition, the user is not required to possess knowledge about assembly (machine) language. We believe that these advantages lead to efficient program protection.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the related work. Section III describes the proposed method in detail. In Section IV, we show an example of the camouflaged program and discuss it. In Section V, we examine how much overhead on the execution time is imposed by the proposed method. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The basic idea of the proposed method is based on instruction camouflage method, which is previously proposed by the authors [13], [14]. Instruction camouflage is done according to the following procedure. First, many instructions are randomly selected as the targets of instruction camouflage at the assembly language level. Second, fake instructions to overwrite the targets are generated. The content of fake instructions is determined at random. Finally, self-modification routines are generated and inserted into the program. This procedure is very simple and easy to automate camouflaging programs. However, instructions that should be hidden from attackers (i.e., instructions that can be a clue to success in analyzing the program) may be left un-camouflaged. Besides, in order to hide the specific instructions manually, the user is required to be familiar with assembly language. With the proposed method, on the other hand, the user is able to hide instruction that the user wants to hide without knowledge about assembly language since the user can determine the content of the camouflage at the source code level.

In addition, many methods for protecting software against malicious reverse engineering attacks have been proposed so far. Program encryption [2], [4], [6] is a method for protecting programs using an encryption algorithm. A part of the program is encrypted beforehand and is decrypted by self-modification during execution. Program obfuscation [5], [7], [17] is a technique in which a program is modified in a way such that it becomes more difficult to analyze (more complex) it without modifying its specifications. Anti-debugging [3] is a technique that aims to deter attackers from attacking with a debugger. The proposed method is a technique that is not controversial with respect to program encryption, program obfuscation, or anti-debugging. Consequently, analysis of the program is made even more difficult by combining the proposed method with these approaches.

1In this paper, it is assumed that the type of CPU used is Intel X86 and show assembly codes in AT&T syntax.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Outline of program camouflage

We first outline program camouflage method and provide some definitions. Fig. 2 shows an outline of program camouflage.

The original source code $S$ is a source code to be protected. A user who uses the proposed method (e.g., a program developer) prepares a fake source code $S_f$ by modifying $S$ (Step 1). The assembly codes obtained by compiling $S$ and $S_f$ are denoted as original assembly code $A$ and fake assembly code $A_f$, respectively.

We then compare $A$ and $A_f$ and determine what operations are needed to obtain $A$ from $A_f$ (Step 2). Such an operation is defined as a restoring operation, which has three types: change, add, and delete. $RO(A_f,A)$ is a set of restoring operations that are needed to obtain $A$ from $A_f$.

Next, self-modification routines based on the restoring operations are generated (Step 3). The self-modification routine has two types: restoring routine and hiding routine. A restoring routine restores the original instruction hidden by a fake instruction. In contrast, a hiding routine rewrites a restored instruction to a fake instruction.

Finally, by adding the self-modification routines to $A_f$, the user can obtain a camouflaged assembly code $A_c$ that is functionally equivalent to the original one, but is more complex for attackers to analyze (Step 4).

The details of each step are described in the following section.

B. Procedure of program camouflage

(Step 1) Constructing a fake source code

$S_f$ is constructed by changing, adding, and/or deleting instructions in $S$. In the example illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and (b), the instruction

```
if(key1*10 +key2==45) break;
```

in $S$ is changed to

```
if(key1*5<=25) break;
```

in $S_f$.

The content of $S$ is not restricted as long as both $S$ and $S_f$ are compilable by the same compiler. However, the larger the difference between $S$ and $S_f$, greater is the number of self-modification routines that are required, which causes an increase in the performance overheads. The performance overhead imposed by the proposed method will be described in Section V.

(Step 2) Differential analysis

We compile $S$ and $S_f$ and get their assembly codes $A$ and $A_f$, respectively. We then compare $A$ and $A_f$ and get the restoring operations $RO(A_f,A)$. Specifically, we use Myers’ difference algorithm [16] to obtain $RO(A_f,A)$.

The restoring operation has three types as follows:

- **change**(i$_f$,i): The operation of changing the instruction i$_f$ in $A_f$ to the instruction i in $A$.
- **add**(i$_f$): The operation of adding the instruction i in $A$ just after the instruction i$_f$ in $A_f$. ²
delete(if): The operation of deleting the instruction if in Af.

If all restoring operations in RO(Af, A) are done with Af, Af becomes a program functionally equivalent to A.

Fig. 2(c) and (d) shows an example of A and Af, which correspond to Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. The numbers in brackets in Fig. 2(c) and (d) indicate the serial numbers of the instructions in the program.

Af does not have the following instructions:
- “movl -8 (%ebp), %edx” (the 41st instruction in A)
- “leal (%edx, %eax, 2), %eax” (the 42nd instruction in A).

This is because the instruction “key1*10+key2” in S has been changed to “key1*5” in Sf. Similarly, Af has the instructions “cmp $45, %eax” and “je L3” instead of “cmp 45, %eax” and “je L3”, since “==45” in S has been changed to “<=25” in Sf.

In this example, RO(Af, A) consists of four restoring operations as follows:
- change inst(Af, 41), "cmp $45, %eax"
- change inst(Af, 42), "je L3"
- add inst(Af, 40), "movl -8 (%ebp), %edx"
- add inst(Af, 40), "leal (%edx, %eax, 2), %eax"

where inst(Af, j) means the j-th instruction in Af.

(Step 3) Generating self-modification routines

Self-modification routines are generated based on RO(Af, A). Now, RRk and HRk are defined as the restoring routine and the hiding routine, respectively, for the k-th restoring operation dk in RO(Af, A), and dest is defined as the address of the instruction (i.e., location of the instruction) modified by RRk or HRk. Also, srcR (or srcH)
is defined as the instruction that overwrites the instruction at dest by RR_k (or HR_k).

RR_k and HR_k are generated as below.

1) First, src_R, src_C, and dest, are determined according to the type of d_k.
   1-a) If d_k is change(i_f, i), src_R is identical to i, and src_C is identical to i, dest is the address of i.
   1-b) If d_k is add(i_f, i), an instruction i_a, whose length is the same as that of i, is first generated. Then, i_a is inserted just after i_f in A_f. src_R is identical to i, and src_C is identical to i_a, dest is the address of i_a.
   1-c) If d_k is delete(i_f), an instruction i_a is first generated in a random manner, which does not change the execution state (i.e., does not change the values of the registers) when it is executed at the address of i_f. src_R is identical to i_a, and src_C is identical to dest, dest is the address of i_f.

2) We compare src_R with src_C at the binary code level, and construct instruction(s) to write a number of bytes, to turn src_C into src_R. This instruction(s) is defined as RR_k.

3) In the same way, we construct instruction(s) to write a number of bytes, to turn src_R into src_C. This instruction(s) is defined as HR_k.

According to the procedure described above, we provide an example of how to generate self-modification routines. In this example, we generate RR_k and HR_k for the restoring operation change(inst(A_f, 42), “j e L3”) shown in Fig. 2(e).

1) Since d_k is change(inst(A_f, 42), “j e L3”), src_R is “j e L3”, and src_C is the 42nd instruction in A_f, that is, “j e L3”. dest is the address of the 42nd instruction in A_f.

2) It is assumed that the binary representation (hex) of src_R("j e L3") and src_C("j e L3") is "74 11" and "7E 11", respectively. In order to turn src_C at dest into src_R, RR_k changes the first byte of the instruction at dest from "7E" to "74". When a label DEST points to dest, RR_k can be generated as follows:

```
movb $0x74, DEST
```

This routine means that the first byte of the instruction where the label DEST is pointing is overwritten with the immediate value "74" in hex. When this routine runs, the instruction at dest is set to src_R.

3) In the same way as (2), HR_k is generated. In order to turn src_R at dest into src_C, HR_k changes the first byte of the instruction at dest from "74" to "7E".

When a label DEST points at dest, HR_k can be generated as below:

```
movb $0x7E, DEST
```

Finally, we insert the self-modification routines to A_f and obtain A_c.

We can automatically determine the position of inserting the self-modification routines based on the instruction camouflaging method [13], [14].

IV. EXAMPLE OF PROGRAM CAMOUFLAGE

In this section, we provide an example of camouflaging a program. It is assumed that the user has constructed the fake source code S_f shown in Fig. 3(b) from the original source code S shown in Fig. 3(a).

Specifically, the following operations have been done with S:

- The instruction "if(key1*10+key2==45) break;" has been deleted.
- The instruction "if(key1+key2<=70)" has been added and connected with the instruction "printf("Password OK.\n")".
- The instruction "if(key1*5<=25)" has been added and connected with the instruction "printf("Invalid Password.\n")"
- The while statement has been deleted (the control structure of the program has been changed).

In this example, RO(A_f, A) consists of nine restoring operations as follows (refer to the numbers in brackets in Fig. 3(c) for the serial numbers of the instructions in A_f):

- change(inst(A_f, 14), "imull $10,-4(%ebp),%eax")
- change(inst(A_f, 16), "addl -8(%ebp),%eax")
- change(inst(A_f, 17), "cmpl $45,%eax")
- change(inst(A_f, 18), "je _L2")
- change(inst(A_f, 22), "jmp _L2")
- delete(inst(A_f, 23))
- delete(inst(A_f, 24))
- delete(inst(A_f, 25))
- delete(inst(A_f, 28))

Fig. 3(c) shows an example of the camouflaged assembly code. In Fig. 3(c), the labels “DEST1: “, “DEST2: “, .... “DESTk: “ .... “DEST9: “ point to addresses to be modified by self-modification routines RR_k and HR_k.

The camouflaged assembly code consists of instructions only included in the fake assembly code and self-modification routines. Therefore, an attacker will not be able to understand the program as long as the attacker reads only a part of it. For example, if the attacker reads only the part consisting of the following instructions:

```
[16] addl -4(%ebp),%eax
[17] cmpl $70,%eax
```

it will seem as if the operation “key1+key2<=70” was performed. In fact, this part is modified by restoring routines at run-time, and the operation “key1*10+key2==45” is performed.

For simplification, we have shown only one of the smallest self-modification routines in this example. In order to make static
```
int main() {
    int key1, key2;
    while(1) {
        scanf("%d", &key1);
        scanf("%d", &key2);
        if(key1 * 10 + key2 == 45)
            break;
        printf("Invalid Password.\n");
    }
    printf("Password OK.\n");
    return 0;
}
```

(a) Original Source Code

```
int main() {
    int key1, key2;
    scanf("%d", &key1);
    scanf("%d", &key2);
    if(key1 + key2 <= 70)
        printf("Password OK.\n");
    if(key1 * 5 <= 25) {
        printf("Invalid Password.\n");
    }
    return 0;
}
```

(b) Fake Source Code

(c) Camouflaged Assembly Code

Fig. 3 Example of program camouflage
analysis difficult, self-modification routines can be made complex using other obfuscation methods, such as the obfuscation of the assembly code [15] and mutation [11]. In addition, the distance between fake instructions and the self-modification routines tends to be small, since this example program is very short. However, if the size of the target program is large, self-modification routines can be scattered over a wide range, which further increases the cost of analyzing the program.

V. PERFORMANCE OVERHEAD

In this section, we examine how much overhead on the execution time is imposed by the proposed method. The target of camouflage is a program which decrypts 8 bytes of the encrypted data in the program, based on the 7 bytes of input data. The encryption algorithm used in the program is C2 (Cryp- tomeria Cipher) [1], which is designed for the CPPM(Content Protection for Prerecorded Media)/CPRM(Content Protection for Recordable Media) Digital Rights Management scheme.

First, we camouflaged the subroutine of the program for decryption algorithm. Then, we measured the execution time 10 times for each version with different proportion of the camouflaged instructions to the total instructions in the subroutine.

By the proportion of camouflaged instructions, we characterize the degree of the camouflage in the program, which is in proportion to the degree of the difference between the original assembly code and the fake assembly code. The proportion of the camouflaged instructions was varied from 10% to 50% with an interval of 10%.

Fig. 4 shows the result of the execution time measurement. The horizontal axis shows the proportion of camouflaged instructions, while the vertical axis shows the average program execution time. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the average execution time tends to increase with the number of camouflaged instructions. When approximately 50% of the entire instructions are camouflaged, the average execution time is approximately 1.07 seconds. This is approximately 1.03 times the execution time (approximately 1.04 second) when no instruction is camouflaged. We guess that the self-modification mechanism imposes an extra overhead to CPU, due to architectural issues such as incoherence of cache memory, or prediction failure of conditional branches [10].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed program camouflage method. All a user who uses the proposed method has to do is to construct a fake source code by modifying the original source code. When an attacker statically analyzes the program that is protected by the proposed method, the program appears the fake code. However, when the program is executed, the original code is performed.

Since a user can determine the content of the camouflage at the source code level, it is easy to hide specific instructions or constant values of the program from attackers. For example, consider that (part) instruction “(a+b)*5==10” is to be converted into fake instruction “a*8>=10”. For this conversion by the (previous) instruction camouflage method, the user has to read the assembly code and understand the behavior of the program (e.g., the control flow, data flow, and stack operations). On the other hand, with the proposed method, the user simply has to change the “(a+b)*5==10” to “a*8>=10” at the source code level. In addition, it is easy to camouflage a program on a module basis, not on an instruction basis. For example, a user can fake an encryption algorithm $E_1$ used in the program as another encryption algorithm $E_2$, simply by replacing $E_1$ with $E_2$ at the source code level. We believe that these advantages lead to efficient program camouflage.

It can be seen in the experiment that the more the proportion of camouflaged instructions increases, the more expensive the performance overhead becomes. Therefore, too much camouflage should not be applied to such programs that require high performance or real-time properties. On the other hand, programs that can sacrifice performance but requires a strong protection have a benefit of the high degree of camouflage. Thus, the proposed method should be applied with a careful consideration on the target program itself and the objective of the protection.
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